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From: Jim Riccio <jim.riccio~wdc.greenpeace.org>
To: <NRCREP nrc.gov>
Date: Wed, Nov 30, 2005 5:08 PM
Subject: ROP Comments

Dear Sir or Madame:

Attached are Greenpeace's comments on the 2005 ROP Survey.

I am also resubmitting anonymous comments submitted last year by a NRC
staffer
becasue they still have not been adequately addressed.

Sincerely,

Jim Riccio
Greenpeace
202-319-2487
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Participant Name: Jim Riccio

Company: Greenpeace

Address: 702 H Street NW, Washinton DC
Note: Those who wish to complete this

survey anonymously will not receive
a direct response from NRC.

E-mail Address: jim.riccio@wdc.greenpeace.org

Phone Number: 202-319-2487

FRN Subject: Solicitation of Public Comments on The 2005 Implementation of the
Reactor Oversight Process

QUESTIONS

In responding to these questions, please consider your experiences using the NRC oversight
process. Shade in the' circle that most applies to your experiences as follows:

1) very much 2) somewhat 3) neutral 4) somewhat less then needed 5) far less then needed

If there are experiences that are rated as unsatisfactory, or if you have specific thoughts or
concerns, please elaborate in the "Comments" section that follows the question and offer your
opinion for possible improvements. If there are experiences or opinions that you would like to
express that cannot be directly captured by the questions, document that in question number
19.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Serita Sanders, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (Mail Stop: OWFN 7A1 5), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC
20555-0001. Ms. Sanders can also be reached by telephone at 301-415-2956 or by e-mail at
SXS5@nrc.gov.

Please send us your response by December 1, 2005, either by postal mail or e-mail:

U.S. Postal System:

Electronically:

Michael T. Lesar
Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Office of Administration (Mail Stop: T6-D59)
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

NRCREP~nrc.gov
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Questions related to specific Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) program areas
(As appropriate, please provide specific examples and suggestions for improvement.)

(1) Does the Performance Indicator Program provide useful insights to help ensure plant
safety?

1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 0 El 0

Comments: The performance indicator program has been so manipulated by NEI that it tells the
NRC and the public very little. ACRS has repeatedly told the NRC that its thresholds for many
indicators are absurd. Either the ACRS has been ignored by a staff or the pace of change is so
glacial at the NRC that little or no substantive change can be perceived by the public. Instead
the industry, in an attempt to rid itself of an performance indicator it could not manipulate
downward, has wasted NRC's time with MSPI which is so convoluted as to be unintelliable.

But the staff already knows this. Their own critique of the ROP identifed those indicators that
have never been anything but green. If NEI would allow the staff to follow through on the
problems identified in the 2004 & 2005 Secy papers perhaps NRC would actually catch
declining performance before it becomes self evident. But the staff should change the
thresholds so they are maningful not scrap the indicators.

(2) Does appropriate overlap exist between the Performance Indicator Program and the
Inspection Program?-

1 2 3 4 5

Comments: Its hard to say whether the inability of NRC to catch and reverse declining
performace is due to a gap in the Inspection and PI programs or is merely due to the large fall
off in inspection hours over the past decade.

(3) Does NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline" provide
clear guidance regarding Performance Indicators?

1 2 3 4 5

0 00 0

Comments: Why not have NEI ask that question of the industry and then report to NRC?
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(4) Does the Inspection Program adequately cover areas important to safety and is it
effective in identifying and ensuring the prompt correction of performance deficiencies?

1 2 3 4 5

E El 0 0 n

Comments: While it may cover the appropriate areas, it is thoroughly ineffective at ensuring
prompt corrective actions. Even after the NRC places a reactor in the regulatory response
column, performance often continues to decline into degraded cornerstones and multiple
degraded cornerstones. Examples include:
Calvert Cliffs 2001 - 2003, Cooper 2000 - 2004, Cook 2 2002 -2004, Oconee 1, 2 & 3 2000 -
2004, Point beach 1 & 2 2000-2004, Perry 2003-2005. The only reason Indian Point and Davis
besse are not included, is that their performace could not decline any further on NRC's scale;
absent a meltdown.

(5) Is the information contained in inspection reports relevant, useful, and written in plain
English?

1 2 3 4 5

El' El! 0. El

Comments:

(6) Does the Significance Determination Process yield an appropriate and consistent
regulatory response across all ROP cornerstones?

1 2 3 4 5

0 El El E 0

Comments: Never has never will. The insights I gained from review of the Davis Besse FOIA
on the SDP and other documents released to Congress make it evident that the NRC's SPD is
broken beyond repair. NRC staff spent much of its time attemtping to get the SDP to conform
with their view of the signigficance of the problem at Davis Besse. They contunually had to
manipulate the process to get the response they thought was appropriate. That is not how the
SDP is supposed to work. NRC should scrap this ex post facto attmept to down play the
significance of event s and findings it does no one any good and undermines public confidence
in NRC as a strong regulator.
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(7) Does the NRC take appropriate actions to address performance issues for those plants
outside of the Licensee Response Column of the Action Matrix?

1 2 3 4 5

5 E Q E ED

Comments: No, if Lit did then performance would not continue to decline.

One of the most aggregious exapimnes of this is Cooper's original greaterthangreen finding
where NRC determined that the incident could have resulted ina meltdown but that was ok
because licensee said that they could evecauate the surrounding population.

"the NRC determined that there was no change in LERF because, during the dominant accident
sequences, effective evacuation of the close-in population could be achieved prior to the
release." (US NRC EA-04-131, March 31, 2005, p. 5.)

PATHETIC! This is an example of why the NRC is viewed as a lap dog rather than a watch dog.
If this is how NRC is going to play the game, then the definition of LERF needs to exlude the
possibility of evacuation. At least the NRC didnt try this line of reasoning at Indian Point where
the claim of possible evacuation has undermined public confidence in both NRC & FEMA.

(8) Is the information contained in assessment reports relevant, useful, and written in plain
English?

1 2 3 4 5

E EQ 0 Q El

Comments:

Questions related to the efficacy of the overall ROP. (As appropriate, please provide
specific examples and suggestions for improvement.)
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(9) Are the ROP oversight activities predictable (i.e., controlled by the process) and
reasonably objective (i.e., based on supported facts, rather than relying on subjective
judgment)?

1 2 3 4 5

l EO EJ 0

Comments: NRC's ROP activities are "predictable." They regulate the agency rather than the
industry but are predicable. Its also predicable that the agency will give the industry every
opportunity to talk itself out of a greater than green finding.

(10) Is the ROP risk-informed, in that the NRC's actions and outcomes are appropriately
graduated on the basis of increased significance?

1 2 3 4 5

El El El F1 0
Comments: Take a good hard look at the Cooper greater than green and ask youselves whether
NRC actions were appropriate? Trying telling the public at large that the NRC failed take
significant enfocement action because if NPPD had melted down Cooper FEMA would have
evacuated them. Right! Not even Chairman Diaz could not utter that pabulum with a striaght
face!

(11) Is the ROP understandable and are the processes, procedures and products clear and
written in plain English?

1 2 3 4 5

El 5 0 El 0

Comments:

(12) Does the ROP provide adequate regulatory assurance when combined with other NRC
regulatory processes that plants are being operated and maintained safely?

1 2 3 4 5

50 El 0 0

Comments: Absolutely not. Davis Besse was all green and then shutdown of an extended
period of time due to significant problems that were not identified by the NRC nor by the
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licnesee. Reactors continue to appear on NRC's radar only after significant degradations in
safety which result in them being placed directly into the degraded cornerstone or multiple
degraded cornerstone response column. If the ROP provided adeqaute regualtory assurance it
would identify reactors before they got to that point.

(13) Is the ROP effective, efficient, realistic, and timely?

1 2 3 4 5

on EJ 0 0

Comments: See all comment above.

(14) Does the ROP ensure openness in the regulatory process?

1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

(15) Has the public been afforded adequate opportunity to participate in the ROP and to
provide inputs and comments?

1 2 3 4 5

n O ol n 0

Comments: The public and for that matter the ACRS's comments have so often been ignored
that I a can hardly rationalize wasting my time to fill out this questionaire that never gets to the
heart of the issue.

(16) Has the NRC been responsive to public inputs and comments on the ROP?

1 2 3 4 5

OE a 0 0

Comments:
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(17) Has the NRC implemented the ROP as defined by program documents?

1 2 3 4 5

El 0~ 0 El

Comments:

(18) Does the ROP result in unintended consequences?

1 2 3 4 5

51 0 00 El

Comments: Yes, I doubt the NRC expected the industry to fight all the greater than green
findings and waste the NRC regualtory time and effort in SDP processes that last forever and
give questionable results.

(19) Please provide any additional information or comments related to the Reactor Oversight
Process.
This questionaire does to get to the heart of the issue. The NRC survey of the staff

asked better, more probing questions but I doubt the NRC actually wants to get the real
answers. All you need to know is that since the new ROP was implemented, the industry
experienced the most significant accident precursor since they melted down Three Mile Island!
Was that NRC's intended result when it revised the ROP?

When the NRC first instituted the revised reactor oversight process, the staff was surveyed. The
results, as reported in Inside NRC, should have given the Commission cause for concern:

[1 70% of those surveyed believed that the new process would not catch declining performance
"before a significant reduction in safety margins."

O 70% of NRC's resident inspectors believed that the new process "may not identify and halt
degrading performance."

O 79% of NRC staff either had no opinion or believed that the new performance indicators did
not provide an adequate indication of declining performance.

0 75% of the NRC staff thought that the nuclear industry and NEI had too much influence and
input into the new process.

Guess what? The NRC staff was right!

The ROP is fundamentally flawed. It handcuffs the NRC staff and regulates them rather than
regulating those splitting atoms. It fails to identify and halt decling performace before it results
in a significant degradation of safety. The NRC may have reduced the regulatory burden on the
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nuclear industry but the agency has failed to maintain safety and has further undermined the
public's confidence in the NRC as an independent and unbiased regulator of the nuclear
industry.

Additionally, NRC should do some soul searching and ask itself why a member of its own staff
had to submit ROP comments anonymously last year. I belive this fact alone speaks volumes
about the Commission and its senior management. It is ironic that the NRC is working so hard
on defining "adequate safety culture" for the industry when its own staff does not feel free to
speak its mind.

I

According to the Staffer:

uWhiile I am an NRC staff member I am providing these comments: 1), anonymously, because
management statements to the effect that staffers who have criticisms of the ROP just need
more risk training sends a message, at least to me, that dissent is unwelcome, 2) publically -
because the ROP feedback process, while an adequate mechanism for fixing discrete
procedural problems, has not been demonstrated to be an appropriate forum with sufficient
management involvement for discussion of more programmatic issues and 3),now - because
after four years, the process has been in place a sufficient time to draw conclusions on its
performance. Further, while there have been past efforts to address issues with the ROP, they
have not taken on/addressed some of the more substantial issues.

These comments represent the views of only one staffmember however, many of the issues
discussed below are concerns of other stafftmembers as well."

I have; resubmitted the anonymous comments with this survey. Unfortunately they are still
legitimate and are still falling upon deaf ears at the NRC.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 14th day of October 2005. i I

For the U.S. Nuclear Regu atory

IRA/ I'S
StuartA. Richards,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatio n
Division of Inspection Program Management
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Inspection Program Branch
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lWhile I am an NRC staff member I 'tiifroviding thiee commenits: 1),andnym.6ous1Yr because
management statements to the ffcit'tatisms of the ROP just need more
risk training sends a message, at leaft to me, that diAssct is \imvclcore, 2) publically - because the
ROP feedback process, wvhile an adeqiiite meh i torfbdngdiscete procedural problems, has
not been demonstrated to be an appropriate forum with sufficient management involvement for
discussion of more programmatic issues and 3) now - because after four years, the process has been
in place a sufficient time to draw conclusions on its performance. Further, while there have been
past cefforts to address issues with the ROP, they have not taken on/addressed some of the more
substantial issues.

These comments represent the'viewvs of only one staff member however, many of the issues
discussed below are concerns of other staff members as *well.

It is understandable that the nuclear industry looks somewhat favorably on this relatively ncev
process because the action matrix makes NRC actions more predictable, as presently implemented
there are fewver "significant' actions issued, for th&'s'e that are issued there are extended opportunities
to offer any manner of outside the design basis risk aguments to* downgrade the findings, and
finally there arc very few civil penalties iisued tob power 'eac'' licenseesjy aqyore For the public,
the benefits of the ncev process are less daii. be RPdocs provide a predictable response but it
has yet to demonstrate measurable improvement over the old SALP system in detecting declining
pprforrmance. It has also introduced a whole new level of complexity thr must be understood to
havc any confidence iriiwhatthe'NRCis doing. 1'remvously, aY member of the public had to
understand the technologyofthe plant and its associated language and acronyms. Now on top of
that, a member of the public has to acquire a working knowledge of risk and its associated
language/acronyms including whern/how issues/events are evaluated using Core Damage Frequency,
Large Early Release Frequency, or Conditional Core Damage Probability.

As a staff member I have heard repeatedly the ROP is a "bettcr" process. I would agree that an
action matrix approach is an improvcmcnt ovr tbe SALD and its problemiplant-list-Howcvcr,.-
how has the system that produces the inputs to the action matrix been shown to be "better"? Yes,
the reactor systems related SDPs arc "objective because they rely on numbers but arc they and the
other SDPs producing the right results? While the review at Davis Besse is showing us that hard to
quantify things like "safcty culture" arc at the root of many of the issues there, wc as an agency arc
putting more and more trust in a small group of risk trained specialists using tools that don't do
,vell with such unquantifiable issues. Our justification is that problems will manifest themselves as
poor performance that we can quantify and we will act on it before a real big problem occurs. Do
the action matrix and the SDPs as presently constructed do that? What metric (s) show that to be
the case?

Below in no specific order are some areas in which the ROP could be improved:



1. There appears to be a need for some type of validation on the thresholds for Green, White,
Yellow and Red findings, both within a given cornerstone and across cornerstones.

.. s~f | .. . .. i@.

a. Within a cornerstone - Very fewv actions year to year rise to the level of even White significance
(low to moderate). That could be because there are few actually significant issues or it could be that
some portion of issues found now to be green arc in fact more significant. More significant
meaning that the risk determination fails/cannot quantify important information or that all the risk
is correctly taken into accounted but the threshold needs to be lower for it to be a valid indicator.
The fact that the thresholds for green, white, yellow and red for the numerically based SDPs are the
same as they have been since the initial implementation of the program implies that the thresholds
were initially and are still appropriate. How do you know they arc correct? Said another way,
w.hat benchmark(s) arc greater than green findings, as now defined and accounted for (multiple
whites being a degraded cornerstone ctc.), mcasuied against to ensure they arc an adequate (early
enough) indicator of degraded or declining performance? Can events that have occurred be used to
improve our indicators? Might another indicators such as, lowering the white threshold, giving
more significance to findings in certain cornerstones, single greater than green findings in multiple
cornerstones, or total numbers of findings (including green findings) be equally or morc valid
predictors of performance? Note: certain SDPs count/havc counted issues per time and in effect
acknowledge some added significance to otherwise green findings that occur with some frequency.

-b. Across cornerstones - A relatively large portion of the greater than green findings issued to date
A.arc in areas such a EP and HP. Givcn that each greater than green finding, regardless of arca,

affects the action matrix equally itvould seem there needs to be proper normalization across areas
to ensure that a white in one arca is equally reflective of licensee performance as the same color of
finding in another area. As each SDP was developed by subject matter experts in that area, wvas
there any effort to normalize similar colored findings across SDPs? More importantly, is such
normalization periodically performed or rc-performed when, for instance, a given SDP is
significantly revised? The enforcement policy specifically cautions 'Comparison of significance
between activity areas are inappropriate" because of the difficulty there vould be in comparing
across disciplines. Given that the SDPs focus on outcomes and not causes such as poor oversight or
procedural adherence, which could be compared across disciplines, how arc findings across areas
j-digEiiia parilEW Arc areas suci-as EP-and alnc Vaiialifiiiaiators of &Ve&Ml ormance?- -
Are such areas over-represented in the mix of greater than green findings, arc plant operational areas
under-represented or maybe both? Howv do you knowv? Why is it that a plant lick Cooper, with a
long history of operational performance issues including an extended shutdown to fix hundreds of

-environmental qualification findings, is only in enhanced oversight because ofEP issues?

2. The bands for what constitutes a finding of a particular color appear to overstate the degree of
accuracy that is reachable using the tools available. a) The uncertainty/error bands associated with
some very thorough but complex determinations may span two or even three colors. In fact, on a
-given issue, multiple one decade answers may be "right". Are the bands in use too narrow or rigidly
defined? b) PRA quality is important and will realize some improvements however it remains to be
seen if a standard of quality of PRA 'commensurate with its application" is going to bring about
quality that is actually good enough to define risk into the narrow bands of the ROP. Further,
without standardized PRAs, comparison of results betveen plants and maybe even betveen systems
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in a given plant is problematic. Rcsults at the E-4 through E-7 levels arc being compared and slight
differences in HRA assumptions, generic vs plant specific equipment data, and assumed outage
times will have significant impacts. Further, given that each plant starts with a unique baseline
CDF, how are changes to CDF within given fixed one decade bands the proper measurement?
Shouldn't there be some consideration of change relative to the baseline? c) MC 0609A 2.5
recognizes that the external events risk contribution may significantly change the color of the SDP
determination, yet the quality and rigor of licensee IPEEEs is more variable than IPEs. How is this
additional variation in quality and rigor accounted for in the existing narrow color bands? Doesn't
the need for the NRC staff to do 'best estimate" calculations when it comes to many issues
involving external events acknowledge that many IPEEEs arc inadequate? More generally, why
PRAs which arc now so heavily relied on by the NRC and the licensees arc not standardized,
docketed, subject to uniform quality standards, and tied to a formal change process has got to be a
mystery to many NRC- stakeholders.

3. Objective 02.03 of Manual Chapter 0305 states that the ROP assists management in making
timely decisions regarding appropriate agency actions to oversee, inspect and assess licensee
performance. Is the ROP as now implemented achieving the objectve? Specifically, if the outputs
of the ROP arc in fact suppose to determine agency response to events, how does the agency
response to the Indian Point tube failure and the head cracking at Davis Besse, to only mention two
:cvents, demonstrate that approach? In those events the NRC properly authorized and expended the

: * *.resources necessary to address the immediate response to the event. How.ever, the NRC also ;
.committed to and took many longer term follow up actions such as follow up team inspections long

-before either PI or-SDP outputs wcrc completed which justified such expenditures. Is assessment
-. driving response or vice versus? Does the commitment of long term resources before ROP
.determinations arc available indicate the process as now constructed and/or implemented is too
'unwicldy or complex to meet the stated objectivc?

4. The current MC guidance says that the risk increase of a given performance deficiency is
evaluated discretely and not considered in an integrated fashion with other performance deficiencies
that affect the same equipment. That approach was criticized externally after it wvas used for various
deficiencies at Davis Besse and the defenses of that approach given by various NRC managers have

-. be - - ii -thcprcss.It wo-ld secn-th'at- ariiitegratedc'4evluadoui of all the degraded condidoxs-that--
affect a system that are known: a) provides a fuller disclosure of the risk and b) avoids the
perception that the NRC looks at liccnsec performance in merely in an event by event fashion when
it fact the goal is to have an integrated assessment of performance. That viewv aside, if the NRC is
going to use this deficiency by deficiency approach, it should do it consistently. When the NRC
evaluated a degraded fire door condition at ANO, initially it was classified a potential whitc finding.
Subsequently, the licensee argued that a fire watch unrelated and unawarc of the deficiency should
be credited because that fire watch just happened to transit the area in question during the time
period in question. The NRC accepted that argument and because of that, the deficiency received a
'final green disposition. When arc/should surrounding but not directly related circumstances be
included in the NRC assessment of a particular issue?

5. The action matrix is an improvement over SALP. However, when a plant reaches the far right
of the action matrix or has a significant event the NRC still does not have any guidance for making



a shutdown decision, despite a longstanding recommendation from the GAO in that area.
Recognizing that each situation is unique, there can be no exact formula. However, (a) Finding
#4 of OIG report 02-03S argue for a better defned process. Despite having concurrence on an
order from all the necessary offices and OGC, the Director NRR thought he lacked the regulatory
authority to issue the order to Davis Besse. It would seem that an acceptable process would not
leave a manager in such a situation but would lay out what the concurrences meant and what
methods wvcre available to resolve the question of regulatory authority and (b) without any
guidance, the often criticized "show of hands" for Davis Besse would be as valid as any shutdown
decision making process in existence. Does the NRC consider the decision-making'process used to
allow Davis Besse continue to-operate with head cracks "a good and appropriate model for future
actions" as advocated by Mr. Holahan in his 1/14/03 notc to the Commission? If so, how does the
NRC answercr the critique of the process, in particular the validity of the stafFs risk argument, Mr.
Long offers in his 2/20/03 note to the Commission? If not in agreement with Mr. Holahan's
assessment, what process will the NRC use when confronted with a similar situation in the future?

6. If the ROP and the decision to move away from N+ 1 resident inspectors have proven effective,
why is it that at the end of each of the last couple of years, inspector-qualified personnel from NRC
headquarters have been called on to complete the base line (minimum) inspection programs at
numerous sites? If the ansvcr is that significant resources were needed to be expended at Davis

1Bessc, why isn't the contingency for such a "problem plant" built into the assumptions, as there
.2lways seems to be at least one such plant?

a7. Timeliness of the assessment process continues to be an issue despite timeliness goals. Itwould
! cappcar to be because timeliness is not tied to discoveryfldentification but rather report issuance;
;ivhich may occur long after an issue is first identified. As stated in the ROP implementing
-documents, a finding is not placed in the action matrix until it is a final determination. Many
preliminary SDP assessments are not sent to the licensees for many months after the item occurs/Ls
first identified. Similarly, the final findings are not completed in some cases for many months after
the issuance of the preliminary finding, resulting in the actual posting of the final finding lagging
the actual occurrence/identification of the event or issue by many months. Is the correct balance of
accuracy of the determination and timeliness of issuance being achieved if the action matrix is trying
-toevaluatetcurrent icensec performanc? - - ' -

8. Manual Chapter 0305 Section 0305-1 "Purpose" states that the ROP "integrates the NRCs
inspection, assessment and enforcement programs." Given that actions that reccive only severity
levels under the Enforcement Policy do not appear in/affect the action matrix, howOdocs the ROP in
fact fully integrate the enforcement program? Looking forvard, if another plant has information
accuracy problems like Davis Besse and such problems are detected and dispositionWf using
enforcement policy, how wvill inspection resource allocations, which are made throIgh the ROP, be
adjusted for these non ROP concerns? Would the staff wait to increase the inspection resources

-until hardware issues manifest the significance of the information accu problem

9. 0609A states that the SDP is to estimate te increase in CDF due to conditions which contribute
"unintended risk caused by licensee performa.ce". It goes on to'say that other events that
contribute to overall risk fall within "acceptable plant normal operating risk." In other places this



normal operating risk is referred to as baseline risk. a) Occasionally when risk assessments are
performed certain risk contributors are excluded because the assertion is made they are part of the
normal operating/baseline risk. .,What contributors can be excluded in such a manner? Besides
being all risk not evaluated through an SDP, what exactly is this normal operating or baseline risk?
Is it an average value of risk contributions from maintenance, random failures, and equipment
outages? Does it include the presence of a certain risk contribution attributed to longstanding but
undiscovered design flaws or QA violationsi Is it a limiting value arrived at by considering the risk
contribution of having the maximum amount of TS required equipment out at a given time? Does
the definition differ from PRA to PRA? If so, how are comparisons of risk increases from
approaches that define this term differently valid? Example: If a motor driven AFW pump was
inoperable due to a performance deficiency would the risk associated with the other motor driven
AFW pump being out for maintenance fall into normal operating risk? What about the
unavailability of one steam supply to the steam driven AFW pump? Both? What about emergency
power to a power operated dump valve? What about all three? b) Given the above guidance on
wvhat risk is considered in an SDP, if a licensee performed a 50.65 (a)(4) assessment, determined
that the group of normal maintenance activities not due to be performed for some time would
increase CDF by E-5, and despite those factors took the equipment out of service to perform the
maintenance, this would fall into normal operating risk because it vas not "unintended risk and
therefore would not be evaluated using an SDP. There also would be no regulatory violation
provided all LCOs wvere met and the licensee not only assessed the risk but "managed" it as well.
However, wouldn't the NRC want to capture the decision by the licensee to increase CDF by so
muck. vhen it was not actually required? But, neither the SDP or the enforcement process would
appear to provide a method for that to be accomplished. So, is the standard of "unintended risk
caused by licensee performance" the correct one if minimizing all undue/unnecessary risk is a goal of
NRC oversight?

10. -Even though not specified in the definition of a performance deficiency, as a matter of practice,
the licensee performance at issue in a particular finding has to be current licensee performance (and
the definition of exactly what that- how far back you can go and why - is undefined). From one
perspective, evaluating "current performance" makes sense, as the action matrix is designed to reflect
NRC assessment of current performance. However, if past licensee performance results in
-minxundid-risks--insto6-old to be considered atfformaiwcdcficicncypand docsnortmerthe-=-
old design issue criteria, how is that risk cvaluated/accounted for? Shouldn't be? Example: What if
it was identified by an NRC inspector that 'many years ago a licensee employee used an inadequate
procedure to perform an evolution and the evolution resulted in a risk significant situation? Would
it be a-performance deficiency despite its age? What if the same employee still worked for the
licensee and currently would perform similar duties? What if upon review, the management and
employees were different but the same inadequate procedure was in place today? Would it then be
considered a "performance deficiency' or only if the procedure was used more currently?

11. MC 0612, 05.04.c allows branch chiefs to disposition as green findings certain issues that do
not fit into existing SDPs. How often is this provision used? Are there any reviews done to assure
consistency of the types of issues that branch chiefs determine can't be put through the SDPs and
their bases for determining such issues are green?
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12. How the term "performance deficiency" is implemented can have a large effcct on the number
of greater than green findings. Example: A plant that has three separate and largely independent
procedural problems in the rmaintenance area. Each instance, after evaluation, has a risk
contribution of 1 E-6. If the performance deficiency is defined as a failure to adequately implement
maintenance procedures, you end up with a single white issue with an associated risk increase of
approximately 3 E-6. However, if in each case the performance deficiency is narrowly defined
(failure to adequately implement electrical, mechanical and instrumentation maintenance) the result
is three separate white findings and a degraded cornerstone. The ROP guidance is silent on which
is the correct approach and is similarly silent on how to deal with related issue of additional
examples the licensee may discover when correcting the identified issue(s). Arc such additional
examples assessed separately? Is the risk contribution of those additional examples combined Xvith

that of the initial final finding? If so, what if the additional risk would cause a color change? Can
the definition of the performance deficiency simply be expanded to include the examples and no
additional finding assessed? If so, does the licensee get an opportunity to rcviewv/comment?
Alternatively, should findings that the licensee discovers through its corrective action efforts be
assessed and considered in the action matrix? Doesrnt assessing and considering such issues create a
disincentive to finding additional issues?


